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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- *Eyewitness Weather* by DK Publishing
- *Weather* by Lorrie Mack
- *Weather* by Rebecca Felix
- *Weather* by Jenna Lee Gleisner
- *Weather* by Shannon Beatty
- *The Science Behind Weather* by Darlene R. Stille
- *How Artists View Weather* by Karen Hosack
- *Weather* by Seymour Simon
- *Weather: All About Fall* by Jenna Lee Gleisner
- *How Do Tornadoes Form?* by Suzanne Slade
- *Tornadoes!* by Gail Gibbons
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- *Tornadoes* by Bill McAuliffe
- *Tornadoes* by Seymour Simon
- *Tornadoes* by Grace Hansen
- *Tornadoes* by Jim Mezzanotte
- *Tornadoes!* by Marcie Aboff
- *Tornado!* by Judith Bloom Fradin & Dennis Brindell Fradin
- *Tornadoes For Kids* available through hoopla digital
- *We Have Tornadoes* by Linda Crotta Brennan
- *I Survived the Joplin Tornado, 2011* by Lauren Tarshis
- *The Tornado Scientist* by Mary Kay Carson
- *What Makes a Tornado Twist?* by Mary Kay Carson
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- *If Frogs Made Weather* by Marion Dane Bauer
- *Down Comes the Rain* by Franklyn M. Branley
- *The Rain Wizard* by Larry Dane Brimner
- *I Survived the Children's Blizzard, 1888* by Lauren Tarshis
- *Está lloviendo / It's Raining* by Celeste Bishop
- *I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79* by Lauren Tarshis
- *I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011* by Lauren Tarshis
- *I Survived the California Wildfires, 2018* by Lauren Tarshis
- *I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake, 1906* by Lauren Tarshis
- *Storm Blown* by Nick Courage
- *Beyond Me* by Annie Donwerth-Chikamatsu
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- Tara and the Towering Wave by Cristina Oxtra
- Maribel Versus the Volcano by Sarah Hannah Gómez
- Under the Ashes by Cindy Rankin
- Doomsday in Pompeii by Marianne Hering
- Flood by Alvaro F. Villa
- The Tsunami Quilt by Anthony D. Fredericks
- Hello Lighthouse by Sophie Blackall
- Little Cloud by Eric Carle
- Twisters and Other Terrible Storms by Mary Pope Osborne
- Little Kids First Big Book of Weather by Karen de Seve
- Ultimate Weatherpedia by Stephanie Warren Drimmer
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- *Clouds* by Marfé Ferguson Delano
- *Clouds* by Grace Hansen
- *Clouds* by Bill McAuliffe
- *Clouds* by Kazuo Niizaka
- *Clouds* by Ann Herriges
- *Clouds* by Alice K. Flanagan
- *Clouds: Learning the CL Sound* by Susan Tanner
- *I Spy Up in the Sky: the Clouds* by Tamra Orr
- *The Highest and the Lowest* by Katie Marsico
- *Meteorologist's Tools* by Anders Hanson
- *Hear the Wind Blow* by Doe Boyle
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about weather.

- Blizzard by Joyce Markovics
- Blitzed by a Blizzard! by Joyce Markovics
- Blizzards by Lisa Bullard
- The Schoolchildren's Blizzard by Donald B. Lemke
- What Makes a Blizzard? by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld
- Anders Celsius by Fernando Gordon
- What is Climate? by Ellen Lawrence
- Climate Action: What Happened and What We Can Do by Seymour Simon
- This Book Will (Help) Cool the Climate by Isabel Thomas
- The Magic School Bus and the Climate Challenge by Joanna Cole
- Mario and the Hole in the Sky by Elizabeth Rusch